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Abstract. Perturbative experiments are essential to understand the complex

transport phenomena in fusion plasmas. The perturbative methods used for transport

studies are summarised and the main properties discussed. Based on this approach,

transport of particles, heat and momentum has been intensively investigated. The

main results obtained for the different channels are described and illustrated with

selected examples.
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1. Introduction

Understanding transport of the different channels, heat, particles and impurities,

toroidal momentum, is essential to predict and optimise future fusion reactors based

on magnetic confinement. Significant progress on transport physics has been achieved

in the last decade thanks to developments in both theory and experimental possibilities.

Experimentally, transport can be investigated at equilibrium under steady-state

conditions through the balance equation of the considered quantity. In addition, it

is well-known in physics and engineering that the response of a system to a small

perturbation around equilibrium yields further information. This method, also proven

very fruitful to study transport in fusion plasmas, is known as ”perturbative transport”

or ”transient transport” approach. Combining steady-state and perturbative analyses

yields the most complete information to understand transport physics in terms of

macroscopic quantities. In the present work the perturbative approach is introduced

and recent important results are described. This is not an exhaustive review, but the

bibliography provides a sufficient basis for the interested reader to find more information

in the literature.

Transport in fusion devices is caused by collisions, so-called “neoclassical transport”,

and by micro-turbulence, “turbulent transport”, see e.g. overviews [1, 2]. The relative

weight of these two contributions to overall transport depends on the device, plasma

conditions and transport channel, [2]. Electron heat transport is strongly dominated by

turbulent transport in tokamaks and at least in large stellarators. For ion heat transport,

both turbulent and neoclassical transport contribute. Electron particle transport is

dominated by turbulence, whereas for ions and impurities both contributions must be

considered. Toroidal angular momentum transport is driven by turbulence.

Turbulent transport in the core of present fusion devices, in particular tokamaks, is

mainly caused, in the ion branch by the Ion Temperature Gradient instability (ITG), in

the electron branch by the Trapped Electron Modes (TEM). The wave length of these

modes is of the order of the ion Larmor radius. The Electron Temperature Gradient
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modes (ETG), with much shorter wave length, may also contribute to electron heat

transport in same cases. These modes have in common to be unstable above a threshold

in normalised temperature gradient, −R∇T/T = R/LT , where R is the major radius.

For the TEM and ETG instabilities, the threshold is on the electron temperature and for

the ITG on the ion temperature, whereas the density gradient, R/Ln, also contributes

to destabilising the TEM, [2]. Transport driven by an instability is zero below the

corresponding threshold and increases above it with increasing gradient. The rate of

increase above the threshold is called “stiffness” in the present work.

The present work is structured as follows. The basis of perturbative transport is

described in the next section. Perturbative experiments and results for different

transport channels are described in the later sections following the order, particles,

heat and momentum.

2. Basics of perturbative transport

In this section we briefly summarise the basic principles of perturbative transport, the

reader being referred to the reviews [3, 4] for details.

Transport of a quantity y is governed by its continuity equation

∂y

∂t
= −∇Γy + Sy (1)

where Γy is the flux and Sy are sources and sinks. This equation is the basis of the

standard diffusion equation. The physics of transport phenomena is contained in Γy.

In plasmas, the various fluxes are related to corresponding gradients by the transport

matrix, in which the diagonal terms represent the respective diffusion coefficients and

the off-diagonal ones the coupling between transport channels, see e.g. [3]. Transport

is determined locally by the relevant quantities. The flux for quantity y can be written

in a general way as:

Γy = −Dy∇y + Vyy (2)
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where Dy and Vy are respectively diffusion and convection coefficients. The off-diagonal

terms can be all cast in Vy, as explained for example for density in [5]. In steady state,

Dy and Vy cannot be separated and the flux is written with an effective diffusivity,

Γy = −χeff
y ∇y. In the core of fusion plasmas, the quantities considered here are

very quickly equilibrated on the magnetic surfaces, reducing transport to its radial

component. Only their radial profiles are considered and ∇ in the above equations is

taken along the radius. Whereas R and r are major and minor radius of the toroidal

plasma, ρ is a normalised radius related to the magnetic surfaces, varying from zero

in the plasma centre to unity at the edge. For peaked profiles of y, which is the most

general situation, ∇y is negative.

The physics of transport for quantity y is contained in Dy and Vy which generally depend

on plasma parameters, in particular temperatures, density, and their gradients. These

dependences are of crucial importance in transient experiments because the perturbation

can, through them, induce variations of Dy and Vy which will then be reflected in ∇Γy

in Eq. 1. This is evidenced when the above equations are linearised to investigate the

behaviour of the perturbation, see [3, 4]. This important property was first recognised

in [6] for electron heat transport, generalised and discussed in detail in [7]. The most

important consequence is that Dy deduced from steady-state and perturbative analyses

differ significantly if Dy depends on plasma parameters which are also perturbed, for

instance ∇y or y.

In transient transport experiments, a perturbation of Γy is induced with an adequate

actuator to which the system responds with variations of y and ∇y according to Eqs.

1 and 2. This yields in particular the relation between flux and gradient according to

Eq. 2, around the equilibrium point. Depending on the channel to be investigated and

on the physics aim of the experiment, the method of analysis may vary, but the basic

principles remain the same.

The above equations provide the general frame of the transport analyses. Adopting the

usual notations, they are written for the various channels as follows:
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• Particle transport, with (j = e) for electrons and (j = Z) for impurities:

∂nj

∂t
= −∇Γj + Sj Γj = −Dj∇nj + Vjnj (3)

where nj is the particle density;

• Heat transport, with (j = e) for electrons and (j = i) for ions :

3

2

∂(njTj)

∂t
= −∇(qj +

5

2
ΓjTj) + Sj qj = −njχj∇Tj + njVjTj (4)

where qj and Tj are respectively heat flux and temperature;

• Toroidal angular momentum, dominated by the ions:

Rmi

∂(nivtor)

∂t
= −∇Γφ + Sφ Γφ = −Rmini(χφ∇vtor − Vφvtor) + ΓRS (5)

with mi ion mass, vtor toroidal velocity, Sφ represents the different torque

components and ΓRS is the flux induced by the “residual stress” (Sect. 5).

Finally, it should be noted that Dy and Vy for one channel may depend on quantities of

another channel, for instance Ve depends on Te, [5], leading to coupling between channels

and equations.

The perturbation may be excited externally by the required actuator, or internally by a

plasma change, a typical example being the internal magneto-hydrodynamic “sawtooth

instability”, first discovered in 1974 [8], reviewed in [9]. The choice of the excitation,

which may be a single pulse, a cyclic perturbation (modulation), or a step, depends

on the experimental possibilities and on the goal of the study. Ideally, the excitation

should be small enough to minimise perturbation of quantities others than that to be

studied, and short pulses or modulation are better suited than steps. Single short

pulses are widely used for impurity transport, whereas modulation is preferred for

the other channels. In the case of modulation, the relevant perturbation can be

advantageously extracted from the experimental data with correlation methods, e.g.

Fourier transform (FFT). This improves the signal-to-noise ratio and allows to minimise

the magnitude of the perturbation. The FFT results exhibit general properties which are

worth summarising here. As an external modulated perturbation is generally applied
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with a well defined frequency fmod (pulsation ωmod), the FFT exhibits a frequency

spectrum with narrow peaks exactly at fmod and possibly higher harmonics, depending

on the modulation scheme. At each radial position of the measurement, one gets FFT

amplitude and phase at fmod and harmonics. The ensemble of measurement points

provides radial profiles of amplitude and phase whose shape is determined by the

sources and by the propagation of the perturbation. For pure diffusive propagation

in a region free of modulated source, the amplitude profile decreases exponentially with

a decay length, λ =
√

2Dy/ωmod, which must lie in an adequate range to ensure good

experimental conditions. It should be large enough to allow measurable amplitude in the

region of interest, but remain smaller than the typical plasma size to avoid the influence

of the plasma boundary which might prevent interpreting the transport results locally.

Under given plasma conditions, these requirements determine the best range for fmod.

The shape of the amplitude profile is affected by convection, whereas that of the phase

is almost insensitive to convection. The effect of convection on amplitude decreases with

increasing fmod, [10], and a scan in fmod is useful to sort out diffusion and convection. If

the analysis is not carried out in a region free of modulation source, this must be taken

into account, which generally requires modelling to interpret the experiment.

3. Particle and impurity transport

In fusion plasmas the peripheral particle source plays the major role. Sometimes,

additional particle sources in the core due to Neutral Beam Injection or pellet injection

also contribute. As recognised three decades ago, the peaked electron density profiles

generally observed in fusion devices cannot be explained by pure diffusion and implies

the existence of an inward convection, “particle pinch” [11]. The physics origin of the

pinch can be due to the neoclassical Ware pinch in tokamaks only, and to turbulent

transport through thermodiffusion and curvature pinch, see review [5] and references

therein. For impurities also, both diffusion and convection are required to explain the

observed transport behaviour, induced by neoclassical and turbulent transport.
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As the particle sink is exclusively located at the plasma edge, in the absence of core

particle source, the particle flux in steady-state is rigourously zero, reducing the flux

equation to ∇nj/nj = Vj/Dj. Experimentally this yields only Vj/Dj and perturbative

studies are required to explore the dependence of Γj versus ∇nj/nj and separate Dj

and Vj.

Among the main plasma species, only electrons can be studied in perturbative

experiments because the concentration of the main ions, hydrogen and deuterium,

cannot be measured directly. In contrast, the transport properties of a large variety

of impurities have been studied in dynamical investigations.

3.1. Electron particle transport

Pioneering experiments on the response of electron density to step-wise gas puffing

[12, 13] or gas modulation [14] evidenced the particle pinch. The basis of electron

particle transport studies with gas puff modulation, described in detail in [15], is still

used nowadays. Since this initial work, a moderate activity on this field has developed,

in both stellarators [16, 17, 18] and tokamaks [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], for older results

see [3, 4].

The usual method consists in modulating ne with an adequate time-dependent gas

injection. As in the initial studies, the measurement of the electron density response

is, still in most of the cases, obtained from interferometry. The measurement is line-

integrated and directly affected by the modulated electron source in the edge region,

[15], which must be taken into account in the analysis. The usual scheme of the analysis

consists in modelling the modulation of the interferometer lines of sight by solving the

time-dependent transport equations. The FFT amplitude and phase yielded for the

simulated lines of sight are matched to the experimental ones by adjusting the De and

Ve profiles.

All the published results yield a strong pinch in the outer part of the plasma. Depending

on plasma type and device, the particle pinch is found significant in the region extending
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from the very edge up to about ρ = 0.7 − 0.4. The strength of the pinch compared to

that of diffusion, −RVe/De, reaches 2 to 5 in the experiments. This is why the particle

pinch can be clearly detected experimentally, whereas its effect would be buried in the

experimental uncertainties for pinch strength below ≈ 1.5, [15]. A good choice of the

modulation frequency is important: too high would yield low modulation signals and

also wipe out the pinch effect, but if it is too low, the characteristics of the radial

propagation cannot be resolved.

It should be underlined that, De depending in particular strongly on ∇ne [5], the value

deduced from perturbative experiments is expected to be higher than that required

to reproduce the density profiles in steady-state, even taking Ve into account. The

comparison of the perturbative De profile with that required to reproduce the steady

state profiles is available in some cases. Within the uncertainties, the steady-state

density profiles could be reproduced satisfactorily using the perturbative coefficients in

the TEXT tokamak [15]. In the ASDEX Upgrade [20] and DIII-D [22] tokamaks, De/Ve

required for a good match with the equilibrium profile should be about 50% lower, in

agreement with the assumption that De depends on at least ∇ne. Other effects, such

as ne or Te modulation could also play a role. Indeed, a correlated Te perturbation is

observed in gas modulation, [26], but only rarely analysed.

As discussed in [5], the particle pinch required to explain the peaking of density profile is

clearly attributed to off-diagonal terms. The pinch revealed by perturbative experiments

is most probably due to the same terms, but this remains to be explicitly demonstrated.

It seems that, taking the advantage of existing local density measurements, new

perturbative studies of electron particle transport should be envisaged, as well as

comparison with theory which progressed in the recent years.

3.2. Impurities

The term “impurity” includes all ions which are not the main plasma ions, H+ or D+ in

present devices. Helium is an impurity, except in the case of helium plasmas. Tritium
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will not be an impurity in fusion reactor, but its transport has been studied at trace

level, as an impurity, in JET and TFTR.

In the case of impurities, both neoclassical and turbulent transport play a role and

the goal of the studies is to assess their respective contributions. As the transport

properties depend on Z, comparing different impurities in the same plasmas provides

the most complete information.

In experiments on impurity transport, the perturbation consists in injecting a small

amount of the species to be investigated. Gas pulses, laser ablation or pellets for non-

gaseous impurities, are used. To keep the level of impurity as low as possible and avoid

other spurious effects, modulation is in general not used, although possible with gaseous

impurities, [27, 23]. The choice of the impurity depends on the goal of the experiment

and should be matched to the plasma parameters.

The situation for impurities differs fundamentally from that of electrons for three

reasons. Firstly, before the injection of an impurity its concentration nZ is generally

zero. Secondly, the injected amount can generally be kept low enough such that the

other equilibrium plasma parameters are not affected, “trace level”. Thirdly, as DZ and

VZ do not depend on nZ or ∇nZ , at least at trace level, they can be considered constant

for the given plasma and therefore correspond to the steady-state values.

The impurity injection, generally short, creates a radially very localised source at the

edge, therefore a very strong positive radial gradient in nZ at the plasma periphery. This

steep gradient quickly flattens through diffusion while the injected impurity propagates

towards the plasma centre. The time evolution slows down, nZ reaches a maximum

which depends on radius to gradually decrease afterwards. The decreasing phase is

fundamentally different for impurities which recycle at the edge and for those which

do not. For non-recycling impurity the sink can be assumed to be 100% and the time

evolution during the decay time contributes to the analysis of DZ and VZ . In contrast,

for recycling impurities, the decay is strongly determined by pumping. If the sink is

not strong enough, the time evolution of nZ does not allow to separate VZ and DZ
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because the system is too close to equilibrium. The diagnostics used to monitor the

injected impurity must be fast enough to follow with accuracy the time evolution and

offer radial resolution.

Examples of time evolutions for a non-recycling element, silicon, and a recycling one,

helium, are illustrated in Fig. 1, from the ASDEX Upgrade and DIII-D tokamaks. The

choice of this comparison is justified by the fact that the two devices are of the same

size and the H-mode plasmas considered have comparable parameters. Furthermore, it

is known from other studies that, for both ASDEX Upgrade, [28], and DIII-D, [29], ITG

turbulence plays a dominant role in such discharges.

In both cases, the increase of the time traces after the injection is clearly slower in the

center compared to the edge, reflecting the inwards propagation governed by transport.

After the maximum has been reached, the Si traces decay rapidly whereas those for

helium remain almost constant due to recycling. Note the values of nSi which reach at

most 1017m−3, corresponding to a maximum silicon concentration of about 0.3% at the

edge and less in the center.

The transport analysis requires nZ , which can be measured locally in rare cases,

otherwise line-integrated. One generally reconstructs the measurements with an

impurity transport code by adjusting the nZ profile through VZ and DZ , see e.g.

[32, 30, 33]. The result from this method are shown by the dashed red lines in Fig.

1 left column. In cases where nZ is available locally, the ”flux-gradient method”, only

based on the data, initially applied to electron transport with pellets [34], can be used.

At a given position, ΓZ(t) and ∇nZ(t) deduced from the measurement allow to plot

ΓZ/nZ versus ∇nZ/nZ . Following Eq. 3, this yields a linear dependence with offset VZ

and slope −DZ . The result of this method is shown in Fig. 1.c for ρ = 0.3. In this

approach, the experimental uncertainties of the measurement provide a direct estimate

of the error bars on VZ and DZ . Based on this approach, numerous results have been

obtained, some of them are presented below.
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Figure 1. Left panel: Time traces following silicon laser ablation measured with

a soft X-ray diagnostic (black solid lines) at different radii in ASDEX Upgrade.

The effect of a few sawteeth is visible. The red dashed lines are from modelling.

After [30], copyright IOP.

Right panel, plots (b): Time traces produced by a helium puff, measured with

charge exchange recombination spectroscopy in DIII-D. The lines are fits to

the data used for the analysis. Plot (c): Flux-gradient diagram of the same

experiment at ρ = 0.3. After [31],copyright AIP.

Tritium

It is worth underlying that transport of tritium has been investigated in the “trace

tritium experiments” carried out in JET and TFTR, using short tritium puffs. The

evolution of nT has been monitored through the 14.3 MeV fusion neutrons [35, 36, 37, 38].

The measurement is indirect and the analysis requires modelling to link the measured

neutron fluxes with nT . The results, so far the only transport measurements of a
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hydrogenic ion, have indicated a strong contribution from turbulent transport with

pinch in the outer half of the plasma, whereas convection is close to zero further in and

transport close to neoclassical. The diffusion is comparable to the ion heat diffusivity.

Helium

In a reactor, α-particles produced by the fusion reactions will provide the heating power

but also the ”helium ash”, an unavoidable impurity which will dilute the D-T fuel and

reduces the fusion efficiency. Its concentration is expected to reach several percents

and it is essential to know the transport properties to reduce it as much as possible.

In perturbative experiments, nHe following a gas puff is measured locally with charge

exchange spectroscopy, [39, 40, 41, 31, 42, 23]. The flux-gradient method is generally

used, sometimes compared with impurity transport simulations, [40, 42].

The results reported in the above references are comparable to those for tritium. The

pinch is high at the plasma edge and decreases strongly towards the centre, Fig. 2 right

panels. The ratio −RVHe/DHe is around 3 at mid-radius and further out. The values

for DHe, which strongly decrease from the edge to the centre, are close to χi. Worth

noting is the transport analysis of the helium ash produced by the fusion reactions in

the D-T experiments in TFTR, [41].

Other impurities

Apart from tritium and helium, a large choice of impurities covering a wide range

in Z is available. They are monitored with spectroscopic measurements, very limited

by the small number of lines of sight, and almost always with soft X-ray cameras

with a large number of lines of sight, line-integrated but with good time resolution.

Numerous studies have been performed in several devices and different plasma types,

[32, 43, 44, 45, 46, 33, 47, 48]. The analysis of transport physics and comparison with

neoclassical and turbulence-driven theory yield a wide range of results which vary with

plasma type, heating deposition profile and Z of the considered impurity. The results
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indicate that both neoclassical and turbulent transport play a role with varying weight.
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Figure 2. Left panel: D and V/D for silicon from the experiment shown in

Fig. 1. The blue curves (ctr-ECCD 0.075m) correspond to a case with high

central heating. After [30], copyright IOP. Right panel: D and V for helium in

DIII-D corresponding to data shown in Fig. 1. After [31], copyright AIP.

Two examples, corresponding to the silicon and helium experiments of Fig. 1 are

illustrated in Fig. 2. They reflect the general results: increase of D and decrease

of V with heating power. The contribution of turbulent transport is strong in the outer

half of the plasma, whereas neoclassical transport often dominates in the central plasma,

roughly ρ < 0.3, except when localised heating is deposited there. Summarising all the

results is out of the scope of the present paper and the reader is referred to [49] for an

overview and in particular for the dependence on Z.

4. Heat transport

Heat transport is driven in the electron and ion channels. Amongst the two, electron

heat transport is the most studied by perturbative experiments, for which adequate
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actuators and measurements have been available for a long time. In contrast, results

on perturbative ion heat transport are rare, mainly because of the limited experimental

possibilities. Therefore this section is focused on the electron channel, the few results

on ions being summarised at the end.

The first application of the perturbative method to investigate electron heat transport

dates back to 1974 with a pulse of electron heating in the FM-1 Spherator, [50]. Three

years later, the electron heat diffusivity deduced from the propagation of heat pulses

induced by sawtooth crashes has been reported to be much faster than assuming χe

from power balance, [51]. Following these first attempts, numerous experiments and

analyses yielded the same conclusion. The results until 1995 were reviewed in [3, 4].

Demonstrated in 1987, [6], the importance of the dependence of χe upon ∇Te was

an essential step in understanding perturbative experiments. Calling respectively

χPB
e = −qe/(ne∇Te) and χHP

e the heat diffusivities deduced from power balance and

propagation of the perturbation, it has been shown that

χHP
e = χPB

e +
∂χe

∂(∇Te)
∇Te,0 (6)

Te,0 being the equilibrium temperature, assuming that χe depends on ∇Te only and

neglecting convection. This explains the generally observed result χHP
e > χPB

e .

Following Ref. [3, 4], examples of possible qe dependences on ∇Te are illustrated in

Fig. 3.
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•
• •
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q 
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Figure 3. Possible cases for qe versus ∇Te.
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Assuming slab geometry, an estimator of χHP
e can be inferred directly from the FFT

profiles of the experimental data, originally developed in [52], see [3, 10, 4] for a

comprehensive description. From the profiles of amplitude (A) and phase (ϕ) provided

by the FFT, three expressions can be derived:

χamp
exp =

3ωmod

4(A′/A)2
χphi

exp =
3ωmod

4ϕ′2
χHP

exp =
√

χamp
exp χphi

exp (7)

where A′ and ϕ′ mean radial derivatives. In general, χphi
exp ≥ χamp

exp due to damping effects,

but for high fmod, their values converge towards χHP
exp , in which the damping terms

cancel exactly. This is a widely used estimator. Corrections for cylindrical geometry

and density gradient can be included, [10].

As χPB
e and χHP

e can be both determined experimentally, ∂χe/∂(∇Te) at the equilibrium

point around which the perturbation is excited can be deduced. This is a precious

information for physics understanding and a stringent constraint for comparison with

theory.

Actuators

The main types of actuators used to excite the perturbation for electron heat transport

are: electron heating, “cold pulse” induced by impurity injection, naturally occurring

sawtooth crashes in tokamaks only. Sawtooth crashes have been widely used in the

past, but it should be underlined that they are often not a small perturbation and

“ballistic effects”, for instance, can affect the transport interpretation [53, 54]. Indeed,

χHP
e deduced from sawtooth pulse propagation can yield significantly larger values than

those yielded by more controlled ECRH modulation [55].

Impurity injection cools transiently the plasma periphery and the inward propagation

of this “cold pulse” can be followed in the Te measurement. This method has, for heat

transport studies, the drawback that the edge perturbation is abrupt and creates at the

edge a strong negative gradient which might induce a different or additional propagation

mechanism.

An ideal actuator for electron heat transport studies is power modulation of Electron
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Cyclotron Resonance Heating. The plasma is heated by micro-wave beams in the

electron cyclotron frequency range, [56, 57]. Very localised power deposition, with

100% absorption by the electrons and flexible radial position can be achieved. The

size and frequency of the modulation can be matched to the needs. The combination of

ECRH with the measurement of Te with high time and radial resolutions, provided by

the Electron Cyclotron Emission diagnostic, offers the best conditions for perturbative

experiments dedicated to electron heat transport. These possibilities were further

developed since review [4], yielding new results. Some of the main contributions to

physics understanding are described in the following.

Physics of TEM-driven transport

Several experiments on perturbative electron heat transport have been performed with

dominant electron heating and therefore in the TEM-driven transport regime for which

transport increases above a threshold. In such cases, the ITG contribution to heat

transport is small. An important milestone in 2001, was the ability of a simple model

based on the existence of a threshold to reproduce simultaneously power balance and

perturbative data from experiments under various ECRH conditions carried out in the

ASDEX Upgrade tokamak [58]. It is generally called ”critical gradient model” and was

then successfully applied to other experiments in ASDEX Upgrade, [59, 60], DIII-D [61],

JET [62], FT-U [63] and in comparisons between devices [64, 65]. As pointed out in

[58], the model implies not only χHP
e > χPB

e above the threshold, but also that χHP
e

exhibits a step-like behaviour at the threshold, jumping from a low value (χHP
e = χPB

e )

below the threshold, to the higher value just above it. Thus, in a scan of R/LTe
, a jump

of the experimental χHP
e would be an evidence for the existence of a threshold. This

has been demonstrated in [60], illustrated in Fig. 4 a and b. The left panel shows qe

versus R/LTe
which indeed exhibits a clear increase for R/LTe

> 2.8, in agreement with

TEM destabilisation as predicted by linear gyro-kinetic calculations. Correspondingly,

plot 4.b shows a jump-like change at the threshold, strong for χamp
e and weaker for for
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χphi
e , for reasons explained in Ref. [60]. The data are well reproduced with the critical

gradient model, open symbols in the two plots.

Another main property of the TEM instability predicted by theory is its stabilisation at

high collisionality. By increasing collisionality in ASDEX Upgrade, ECRH modulation

experiments exhibited a strong decrease of χHP
e /χPB

e which eventually clearly drop below

unity, [60]. Stability calculations of turbulence indicated that plasma transport was

changing from TEM to ITG dominated as collisionality increased. Therefore, at high

collisionality, where the TEM was stable, the electron heat flux was driven by the ITG

which, being driven by ∇Ti, has a very weak dependence on ∇Te. This is illustrated

in Fig. 4 c, a flux-gradient diagram where the slope deduced from χHP
e is indicated

for points at different collisionalities, exhibiting χHP
e > χPB

e at low collisionality and

χHP
e < χPB

e at high collisionality. The electron heat flux yielded by the gyro-kinetic

calculations for the TEM and ITG branches exhibit the same slope as that yielded by

the perturbative analysis at low and high collisionality respectively.

 TEM growth rate [a.u.]

a b
ITG branch
high coll.

TEM branch
low coll.

χ
e
PB

c

Figure 4. Panels a and b: evidence for TEM threshold. a: Normalised heat

flux versus R/LTe
, b: χamp

e and χphi
e exhibiting the “jump” caused by ∂qe/∂∇Te,

[60]. Panel c: Effect of collisionality on transport. Heat flux versus gradient

diagram, in a collisionality scan causing a transition from TEM to ITG. The

red arrows indicate the slope ∂qe/∂∇Te deduced from the modulation data.
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Comparison tokamak-stellarator

As stellarators have no sawteeth, the comparison with tokamaks is focused on ECRH

and cold pulses. The literature on perturbative heat transport in stellarators is less

abundant than that for tokamaks. Two papers deal with comparisons of perturbative

transport studies in stellarators and tokamaks [66, 67]. Whereas χHP
e /χPB

e in tokamaks

is generally larger than 2, in stellarators this ratio is always lower than 2 and close to

unity in most of the cases [68, 69, 66, 70, 71, 67]. This difference clearly indicates that

the dependence of χe on ∇Te in stellarators is weak, as explicitly pointed in the above

references. Whereas a Te dependence of χe has been discarded in the W7-AS stellarator,

[68, 69, 66], a significant Te dependence is found in LHD plasma investigated with cold

pulses, [67]. Similarly to the tokamak situation, in LHD also, turbulence plays a major

role in electron heat transport for which a threshold in R/LTe
has also been found,

[67]. The weak ∇Te dependence in stellarators calls for dedicated experimental and

theoretical comparisons of turbulence properties in the two kinds of devices.

Internal transport barriers

Under certain conditions, so-called Internal Transport Barriers can be created by a

radially localised reduction of transport in the plasma core in both tokamaks [72] and

stellarators [73]. Perturbative experiments were carried out under such conditions, in

the JET and JT-60U tokamaks, as well as in the TJ-II and LHD stellarators. The

propagation of cold pulses in JET [74], JT-60U [67] and LHD [75, 67], exhibit similarities,

in particular a transport reduction in the ITB. A radially localised transport reduction

in the ITB has clearly been evidenced using electron heating power modulation in JET

with discussion of ITB physics [76, 77, 78], in LHD [75] and TJ-II [79]. Related to this

topic, a dynamical transport analysis of electron ITBs, based on spontaneous transitions,

is reported for the W7-AS stellarator, [80].
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Ion heat transport

Perturbative experiments dealing with ion heat transport are very rare due to the lack

of adequate ion heating in most of the devices. An analysis of the propagation of the ion

heat pulses following sawtooth crashes was reported in [81]. Rather recently, experiments

have been carried out in JET using ICRH 3He minority scheme with which ions can be

heated efficiently and locally [82]. Power modulation and measurement of the induced

Ti perturbation allowed to analyse χHP
i and compare it with χPB

i , [83]. In particular,

the expected convergence of χamp
i and χphi

i as function of fmod was found, confirming

the validity of the method for ions. The transport results yielded χHP
i /χPB

i ≈ 2 and

revealed, under such conditions, a moderate ion stiffness. Other JET results, aiming

at measuring the ion stiffness over a wide range of plasma parameters exhibited large

changes in ion stiffness attributed to plasma rotation [84]. Some of these points could,

in addition, be supported by the ion modulation method developed in [83]. Clearly,

further perturbative studies of ion heat transport would be desirable to extend the

range of results and comparison with theory.

Heat convection

Whereas there is clear experimental evidence for particle pinch, the situation is unclear

for heat pinch. Experiments have been carried out on electron heat pinch only, not on

ion heat pinch. The observation of peaked temperature profiles despite off-axis heating

are a common property in tokamaks. The existence of an electron heat pinch has been

inferred from steady-state power balance in DIII-D plasmas exhibiting peaked Te profiles

despite off-axis electron heating [85, 86]. Convective effects were also reported in the

RTP tokamak with ECRH heating [87], partly comparable to the DIII-D results. Heat

pinch has been ruled out in the W7-AS stellarator [66].

Power modulation experiments are expected to provide convincing evidence of

convection by a distortion of the amplitude profile, whereas phase is not affected.

In RTP, ECRH modulation experiments exhibited a strong effect on amplitude in
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agreement with a heat pinch [88, 89]. The analysis of ECRH modulation data in the

flux-gradient diagram in DIII-D is not compatible with a heat pinch, at least in the outer

part of the plasma, [90]. A flattening of the amplitude profile observed in the DIII-D

modulation experiments reported in Ref. [61] is attributed to a heat pinch effect, [91].

Similar experiments carried out in ASDEX Upgrade [59, 60] also exhibited a flattening

of the amplitude profile, which, however, is well reproduced with the critical gradient

model, [60]. In ASDEX Upgrade, an extensive series of experiments was dedicated

to the search of a heat pinch with off-axis ECRH, using power modulation [92]. The

Te profiles remained indeed peaked. In modelling with the critical gradient model a

heat pinch was not required to sustain the peaked profiles in the central part, ρ < 0.3.

Indeed, the residual ohmic heating power seems sufficient to sustain Te just above the

critical gradient as transport is very low there. However, in the region 0.3 < ρ < 0.6,

just inside of the ECRH deposition, the simulated profiles tend to be too flat or even

hollow and a heat pinch (1 - 3 m/s) allows to reconcile simultaneously flat modulation

amplitude profile and Te shape in this radial region, [92]. Finally, as pointed out in

[58], the temperature dependence of transport, as for instance exhibited by the critical

gradient model, introduces an apparent convection term in perturbation experiments,

making the search for an actual heat pinch caused by off-diagonal terms more difficult.

A heat pinch is predicted by theory, caused by the thermodiffusion particle pinch and

linked to density gradient: a strong heat pinch is expected under conditions for a strong

thermodiffusion [93]. Simulations based on this effect reproduce the DIII-D steady-state

results, [94, 95], while the effects of supra-thermal electrons is favoured in [96].

As experimental results and interpretations are not decisive, further dedicated

experiments, guided by theory, seem to be desirable.

5. Momentum transport

In tokamak plasmas, the profile of toroidal rotation, vtor, plays an important role for

transport and MHD stability. The rotation profile is determined by momentum sources,
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sinks and transport, see review [97] and references therein. Toroidal rotation can be

driven by an external torque, such as NBI, but “intrinsic rotation” is also measured in

the absence of external torque. For the latter, turbulence is considered as a possible

momentum source [97, 98]. As reviewed in [97], various momentum sources can be

active simultaneously with comparable magnitudes and with opposite signs. Therefore,

the analysis of momentum transport generally requires elaborated assessment of sources

and sinks and is more complex than the channels discussed in the previous sections.

The equations for momentum transport given above, (Eq. 5), include a flux term,

the “residual stress”, which takes into account effects of plasma parameters, see e.g.

[98, 97]. Depending on the experimental conditions this term can be neglected or not.

The neoclassical contribution to momentum transport is much smaller than for ion heat

transport because the trapped particles do not contribute to momentum transport.

Therefore, the major contribution to momentum transport is attributed to ITG-driven

transport in which both diffusion and convection are important. Theory of turbulent

transport predicts χi and χφ to be comparable: the Prandtl number, Pr = χφ/χi

is expected to be close to unity. The analysis of steady-state experiments yields

χeff
φ /χi, found to be around unity, but with large variations towards low values by

up to one order of magnitude, as shown in early studies, [99, 100, 101, 102], and more

recently [103, 104, 105]. This suggests the existence of a “momentum pinch” leading

to χeff
φ < χφ. Indeed, recent theoretical studies indicate that the pinch should not be

neglected [106, 107, 108]. This motivated recent perturbative experiments on momentum

transport.

The existence of the momentum pinch has been indeed evidenced by perturbative

experiments in pioneering experimental work using NBI torque modulation in JT60-

U, [109]. In JFT-2M transients were induced by commuting the direction of the NBI,

with respect to plasma current, between co-NBI and counter-NBI, [110, 111]. After an

interruption of about 10 years, an intense experimental activity on the identification

of χφ and Vφ using perturbative experiments recently developed in several tokamaks
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utilising different actuators for the perturbation. Those can be braking at the plasma

edge and torque modulation by NBI. In addition it has been observed that applying

ECRH can strongly affect rotation [112, 113, 114, 115], which could also be used for

perturbative experiment to investigate momentum transport. However, as the origin of

ECRH effect on rotation is not clear yet, we focus here on experiments using braking

and NBI modulation.

Perturbative edge braking

In JT60-U, modulation of perpendicular co-NBI and ctr-NBI beams has been applied

simultaneously . This does not modify the applied torque directly but modulates the

drag at the edge through the high level of fast ion losses [116, 117]. Analysing the

propagation of the induced perturbation on vtor from the edge to the center reveals

a pinch. Edge braking experiments have also been carried out in NSTX [118, 105]

and DIII-D [119] using external magnetic field perturbations. In both cases, the time-

dependent transport simulations also require a pinch for a good match with experimental

data.

Modulation of core applied torque

The analysis of perturbative momentum transport by NBI modulation is complex

because the applied torque has a broad radial profile and no region free of modulated

source exists. Therefore, an accurate calculation of the torque is essential. In addition,

the NBI-induced torque has two main components with different radial profiles and time

constants [120]. The slower one arises from the collisional transfer of the fast NBI ions

as they are slowed down. The faster j × B component is caused by charge separation

of the electron and ion created when an injected NBI neutral is ionised, due to their

different trajectories. Fast ion losses also contribute and must be correctly accounted

for.

In recent experiments, torque perturbation induced by NBI modulation has been used
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in JET, [121, 122, 123], and by NBI pulses in DIII-D [119]. A finite pinch, Vφ, is

definitely required in the transport simulations to match the measured rotation response

in both devices. The most recent and complete experiments with NBI torque modulation

are reported for JET in [124]. Similarly to the approach used for heat transport

studies, a square wave modulation, at fmod = 8.33 Hz, was used with duty-cycle of

33%, also exciting the 2nd harmonic. The data quality allows to also analyse this

higher frequency. The experimental vtor data are Fourier-analysed, yielding amplitude

and phase profiles. The results are interpreted by momentum transport simulations,

including the modulated sources, which yields a time-dependent rotation profile. Its

Fourier amplitude and phase profiles are then compared to the experimental ones and

the transport coefficients profiles χφ and Vφ adjusted to match them. This occurs in 2

steps, taking advantage that the phase is almost not affected by the pinch velocity.

JET pulse 73701        Model without pinch JET pulse 73701            Model with pinch

Figure 5. Profiles of toroidal rotation, modulation amplitude and phase delay,

points are for experimental data, line from modelling. After [124], copyright

EURATOM.
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Firstly, the calculated phase is matched to the experimental data by adjusting χφ only.

The FFT results are shown in Fig. 5, left plot. The calculated phase delays are in good

agreement for the two frequencies, but amplitude at 8.33 Hz and time-averaged profiles

are not matched at all, as expected if convection plays an important role. As second

step, keeping χφ fixed, Vφ is adjusted until the simulation matches the experimental

amplitude and time-averaged profiles of vtor, the phase remaining unchanged. The

result shown in Fig. 5, right plot, exhibits a good agreement for all three quantities

at the two frequencies. It worth noting that, for the higher frequency, the effect of Vφ

on the amplitude is small, as expected from the fact that the impact of convection on

modulated data decreases with increasing frequency. It should also be underlined that

the amplitude profile at the 2nd harmonic exhibits a maximum at about mid-radius

which is caused by the fact that the j × B contribution to the NBI torque dominates

at higher frequency whereas the collisional part is smoothed out due to its long time

constant. As for temperature modulation, here also an apparent pinch might contribute

to the shape of the profile of the modulation amplitude, but the large difference between

the modelling results with and without Vφ indicate that this is not a strong effect. This

is due to the large contribution of Vφ to momentum transport. In these experiments Pr

reaches up to 1.7 in the outer part of the plasma, [124].

Summarising, there is a broad basis of experimental evidence showing the existence of

a momentum pinch. This effect is predicted by theory, [107, 108], and the experimental

values agree well with these predictions [119, 105, 122, 123, 124], indicating that off-

diagonal terms play a key role in Vφ. It should be pointed out that Vφ reaches values

in the range 20 - 40 m/s at mid-radius such that the dimensionless ratio RVφ/χφ lies

in the range 3 to 5 in JET, [124], as well as in DIII-D and NSTX, [115]. Therefore,

similarly to particle transport, the momentum pinch is large, allowing it to be clearly

identified. It should be pointed out that experiments without external torque have also

shown the existence of a momentum pinch, such as in Alcator C-Mod where the effect

of an L-to-H transition on rotation profile has been analysed [125, 126]. This underlines
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the universal character of the momentum pinch.

6. Coupling between channels and other results

In the above sections, studies of single transport channels were presented, but channels

might be coupled. Perturbative experiments are efficient to reveal coupling through the

response of a channel which is not that excited by the actuator. A typical example is the

coupling between electron density and temperature, due in particular to thermodiffusion

[5]. Astonishingly, very few perturbative experiments were dedicated to this topic,

[127, 128, 80]. Another example is the coupling between electron and ion heat fluxes for

the ITG-induced transport. This effect has been clearly indicated by the reaction of Ti

to ECRH-induced Te modulation in the DIII-D tokamak [129]. Further indication of this

coupling is also suggested by the Ti modulation experiments in JET, [83]. A coupling

between heat transport and current profile has also been revealed by spontaneous

oscillations in Tore Supra [130]. It seems that the possibilities to investigate coupling

by perturbative methods could be more extensively exploited than done so far.

In both tokamaks and stellarators, very fast reactions to perturbations, sometimes called

“non-local transport” and appearing as discontinuities in the flux-gradient diagram,

have been reported, in reaction to abrupt changes in heating power, [131, 132, 90],

or cold pulses from impurity injection. In addition, an edge cold pulse may generate

a temperature increase in the plasma centre, “polarity inversion”. This topic, which

seems to defy the causality principle, has been reviewed in [133] to which the reader

is referred for more details. A complete discussion is out of the scope of this

work, recent results were reported for stellarators, [134, 135, 136, 137, 138], and

tokamaks, [139, 140, 141, 142], for JET [62] and reference therein. They certainly

do not call the basis of transport into question, but indicate that elements might be

missing under particular conditions. Possible interpretations have been discussed in

[143, 144, 145, 146].

Perturbative experiments are used to address numerous other physics issues, some
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examples are listed here. If the modulation frequency is high enough, the experimental

amplitude and phase profiles reflect the deposition profile of the actuator, as applied to

various heating methods, [147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 70, 153]. Similarly, the power

deposition can be deduced from the change of the time derivative of a quantity at the

very beginning or end of a pulse, [154, 155, 156, 157], and references therein.

Modulation of electron heating has been used to study the heat flux pattern in the

presence of an MHD mode [158, 159, 160].

Finally, in addition to sawtooth pulses, other spontaneous changes induce perturbations

which can be used for transport understanding, [161, 162, 80, 163, 130, 164, 165].

7. Summary and Conclusion

The contribution of perturbative studies play a key role in understanding transport in

fusion plasmas, as shown by the development over the last 2 decades. Such experi-

ments allowed, for instance, to separate diffusion and convection, to assess the existence

of turbulence threshold and to investigate coupling between transport channels. In

comparisons with theory they reveal the importance of the off-diagonal terms of the

transport matrix. The experiments require an adequate combination of actuators and

measurements, which fulfil the requirement with different level of quality, depending on

the channel to be investigated. Progress might be expected in this area. Good design of

perturbative studies should be guided by theory to address the issues with an adequate

choice of plasma parameters and vary the required quantities.

The studies on impurity and heat transport brought numerous results and these are

still active fields of research. It seems that helium transport would gain from a re-

vival. Momentum transport is very actively studied and further results can certainly

be expected. The activity on electron particle perturbative transport is moderate and

the recent vigourous activity on “density peaking” should be accompanied by transient

transport experiments. Ion transport cannot be widely studied dynamically because of

the lack of adequate actuators, but its understanding would greatly gain from more per-
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turbative experiments. Finally, perturbative experiments are well suited to investigate

coupling between channels and this subject would gain from more experiments.

As turbulence plays a major role in transport, measurements of fluctuations in pertur-

bative experiments and comparison with turbulence calculations should be intensified.

In the future, the analysis of perturbative experiments will probably require consider-

ing more than one channel. Perturbative experiments investigating different transport

channels in discharges with comparable dimensionless plasmas parameters, or in scans

of such variables, would be very valuable for physics understanding.
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